“Vietti's 2012s are some of the most
powerful, rich wines of the vintage.”
-Antonio Galloni
94+ points 2012 Vietti Barolo Brunate DOCG
A dark, powerful wine, the 2012 Barolo Brunate is the most brooding and inward of these
wines. A host of savory herbs, licorice, tobacco and dark fruits meld into the huge, explosive
finish. There is no shortage of depth or character, but increasingly the Brunate is being
outclassed by some of its siblings. The competition is pretty tough at Vietti these days.

93 Points 2012 Vietti Barolo Castiglione DOCG
The 2012 Barolo Castiglione is a gorgeous, radiant wine. Sweet red cherry, pomegranate, wild
flowers and spices all meld together in a sensual, radiant wine endowed with striking
presence and intensity. In 2012, the Castiglione is especially lifted, radiant and expressive,
with striking purity and nuance. With time in the glass, the wine freshens up considerably, so
aeration is a good idea for readers who want to open the 2012 early. This is a striking,
seriously delicious Barolo from Vietti.

96 points 2012 Vietti Barolo Lazzarito DOCG
The 2012 Barolo Lazzarito impresses for its precision and class, two qualities that aren’t easy
to find in wines from this Serralunga site. Iron, smoke and white pepper lift from the glass in
a vertical, structured Barolo endowed with real pedigree. A rush of pomegranate, red cherry
jam, wild flowers and blood orange meld into the huge, bright finish. In 2012, the Lazzarito
reconciles power and finesse like few vintages in the past. For the last few years, the
Lazzarito has been knocking on the door of the big boys in this lineup, the Rocche and
Ravera. Today, the Lazzarito makes a strong statement that it has arrived.

95+ points 2012 Vietti Barolo Rocche di Castiglione DOCG
The 2012 Barolo Rocche di Castiglione is one of the bigger, richer wines in the lineup, which
is a bit atypical. Readers should expect a huge, dramatic Rocche built on power, intensity and
volume. At the same time, the Rocche is incredibly precise and layered. It is that very
interplay of richness and finesse that makes the Rocche so alluring. Rose petal, mint and
sweet red berries build to a crescendo of aromas, flavors and textures that takes over all the
senses.

96 points 2012 Vietti Barolo Ravera DOCG
The 2012 Barolo Ravera is once again a star. Finely cut and chiseled throughout, the 2012
boasts striking precision and nuance. Rose petal, chalk, white pepper, cranberry and
pomegranate burst forward in a brilliant, exceptionally polished Barolo built on pure,
sculpted elegance. Over the last few years Vietti has done a tremendous job in taming the
intense Ravera tannins while preserving all of the focus that makes the wines from this site
so alluring. The Ravera has been fabulous on the two occasions I have tasted it so far.

93 points 2012 Vietti Barbaresco Masseria DOCG
Sweet red cherries, tobacco, mint, spices and new leather flesh out in Vietti's 2012
Barbaresco Masseria. Open-knit, silky and gracious, the 2012 is already quite expressive, yet
also has enough depth to drink well for a number of years. So many 2012 Barbarescos are a
bit forward, but Vietti's 2012 stands out for its freshness. Drink this super-elegant, refined
Barbaresco over the next 15-20 years.

